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**COURSE OUTLINE**

**Introduction**

**Session 1: The « world’s largest democracy » and political theory – India as the exception?**

**Readings:**

**Part one: Why and how democracy in India**

**Session 2: Why democracy in India? (1) The British graft**

**Readings:**
- David Washbrook, “The rhetoric of democracy and development in late colonial India”, in S. Bose and A. Jalal (eds), Nationalism, development and democracy: state and politics in India, Delhi, Oxford University Press, 1998, pp. 36-49.
Session 3: Why democracy in India? (2) The long-term political and societal factors

Readings:

Part two: Elitism and authoritarianism

Session 4: The « Congress system » or conservative democracy

Readings:

Session 5: The Emergency: the black face of Indian politics

Readings:
Part three: the democratisation of Indian democracy

Session 6: Democracy by caste: the rise to power of the lower castes

Readings:

Session 7: Federalism, from the era of coalitions to BJP’s hegemony

Readings:
- Katharine Adeney and Lawrence Sàez (eds), Coalition Politics and Hindu Nationalism, New-York, Routledge, 2005

Part Four: The ethnicisation of Indian democracy

Session 8: Hindu nationalism takes over

Readings:
Session 9: The marginalisation of Muslims

Readings:

Part Five: What « shining India »?

Session 10: Corruption cum criminalisation of politics and the resilience of the rule of law

Readings:
- Arun Kumar, The black economy in India, New Delhi, Viking, 1999, pp. 17-54.

Session 11: The agricultural crisis and the spreading of Maoism

Readings:
- Deaton and J. Drèze, “Poverty and Inequality in India. A Re-examination”, Economic and political weekly, 7 septembre 2002, pp. 3734-3735.
Session 12: The economic reform and the new middle class

Readings:

- Zoya Hasan, “Changing political orientations of the middle classes in India”, in Middle class values in India and Western Europe, New Delhi, Social Science Press, 2002, pp. 152-170.
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Democracy in India is successful in satisfying the expectations of people when the citizens are allowed to; Given the chance to become personally involved with their government. The government encourages equality in a positive way. Rooms to create a stronger level of patriotism. Help in transitions power smoothly while establishing legitimacy. Given the room for the citizen contributions. How far is it relevant in India? Update Cancel. aMvdgGO bYKRnbYyC hynUmYUSgvsupAnGFhmgatcGmkKytTQnEsK. Democracy provides a platform to repeat mistakes. Mistakes & wrong doings. Everybody in India knew how much scams, corruption were done by Congress but they still kept winning election & ruled India for more than 50 years. War with Pakistan. Pakistan repeatedly attacked India. Look at US, Israel democracy learnt from the mistakes of attacks & now their enemies are afraid of them. Here in India, Congress did not. We keep applying them to India, where they’re not applicable. We cannot apply to India labels we use in the West. To say that the BJP is far-right is completely wrong.

The election was over. The Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) had won a resounding victory, seizing power once again, with a seat-count in India’s Lok Sabha that surpassed even its decisive showing in the 2014 elections. Moments after Gautier spoke, WION’s political editor Kartikeya Sharma shed some light on how the BJP may have defeated the opposition: it has infrastructural strength. It is backed by hordes of apparatchiks. People who are not married, who don’t have families, who have dedicated their lives completely to the party, said Sharma.